
HURLEY 1XI v Amersham Hill – 22nd August 

 

Amersham Hill 
G MacKenzie c Lewis b Bhagwani 73 

C Fletcher c C Wright b Ridgeway 26 

R Laybourne c Simoes b Ridgeway 21 

D Wood lbw b Ridgeway 0 

J Evans c Simoes b Bhagwani 14 

O Wood b Bhagwani 0 

P Collins c&b Ridgeway 1 

D Telford c Sharma b Brown 12 

P O’Brien Not Out 24 

V Natarajan lbw b Ridgeway 0 

D Platts c Lewis b Arshad 5 

 Extras 21 

 Total 197ao 

 

R Brown 7-0-39-1 V Bhagwani 15-1-45-3 

N Akhtar 6-3-14-0 P Ridgeway 15-4-45-5 

I Arshad 6-0-41-1  

 

HURLEY 
S Wright b O’Brien 0 

R Dhanwani b Natarajan 1 

N Akhtar b Laybourne 82 

G Lewis c Natarajan b Platts 52 

V Sharma c Fletcher b Natarajan 2 

D Simoes Not Out 18 

R Brown c Telford b Platts 7 

P Ridgeway Not Out 0 

I Arshad 

C Wright 

V Bhagwani 

 Extras 36 

 Total 198-6 

 

P O’Brien 15-4-55-1 D Platts  5-0-36-2 

V Natarajan 15-6-39-2 G MacKenzie 2-0-11-0 

J Evans  4-1-16-0 R Laybourne 4.4-0-22-1 

 

Not since the Liberals were last in power had Hurley won a league match, but on Saturday 

they finally woke up in this nightmare of a season. Despite the Spanish Plume pushing the 

mercury higher, skipper Naeem Akhtar opted to field. Greg MacKenzie (73) survived a 

confident appeal for a catch at cover but the umpire declared a bump ball. MacKenzie 

punished anything short or wide and raced to his half century. Hurley’s fielding wilted as the 

visitors added 114 before MacKenzie drove to mid-off where George Lewis took the catch.  

The more circumspect Fletcher (26) was patiently becalmed on 25. Three overs later Phil 

Ridgeway (5-45) had Fletcher caught well at short mid-on by Cameron Wright and Dan 

Wood (0) fell next ball lbw to change the complexion of the match with Amersham Hill on 

120-3 from 27 overs. The visitors then imploded as Vik Bhagwani (3-45) and Ridgeway twirled 

away pegging back the visitors as they lost their last 9 wickets for 83 runs. The innings closed 

in the 49th over as Lewis took a stunning one handed catch high over his head at gully as 

Amersham fizzled out to a below par 197.  

 



Hurley’s reply got off to the worse possible start as the first ball arced into Steve Wright (0) and 

re-arranged the timbers. Cue Amersham celebrations and lowing like milking time down the 

farm. More farmyard noises and bulls*** followed and the ‘cummon buddy’ count rose as 

Dhanwani (1) was bowled by Natarajan (2-39). Akhtar (82) returned from his 2 hour sojourn to 

Heathrow and with Lewis (52) dug in to settle the innings. Six consecutive maidens saw the 

scoreboard becalmed on 15, but once settled, Lewis then produced an innings that 

glimpsed some great potential. Despite only two scoring shots that weren’t boundaries this 

was far from a bludgeoning innings and his hook for 6 to bring up his half century was a 

Champaign moment. It took an excellent catch at square leg to send Lewis back with Hurley 

back in contention at 98-3 after a third wicket stand of 83. Akhtar continued to turn the 

screw and show why he is the division’s top scorer with the best answer to being greeted on 

coming to the crease with ‘here comes the enemy’. Dave Simoes (18not) was resolute in 

taking Hurley to victory with Akhtar dominating the 5th wicket stand of 64. Akhtar fell to Rob 

Laybourne (1-22) with the score on 188-5. Ross Brown (7) briefly shone but it was Simoes who 

fittingly took the home side to a rare victory with 5 overs to spare. 

 

The victory gives Hurley a brief glimpse of avoiding relegation, but still need to win the final 

two matches of the league season to give them a realistic chance. However, this 

performance by the visitors shows why some players are being switched off by league 

cricket. 


